MEMORANDUM

TO: The Honorable James “Pate” Philip, Senate President
   The Honorable Emil Jones, Senate Democratic Leader
   The Honorable Michael J. Madigan, Speaker of the House
   The Honorable Lee A. Daniels, House Republican Leader

FROM: Robert E. Schiller
       State Superintendent of Education

DATE: September 30, 2002


As required by Section 2-3.25g of the School Code (105 ILCS 5/2-3.25g), the following report provides summaries of requests for waivers of School Code mandates being transmitted to the Illinois General Assembly for its consideration. Also included are summaries of requests for waivers and modifications acted on by the State Board of Education and of applications that have been returned to school districts or other eligible applicants.

If you have any questions or comments, please contact Respicio F. Vazquez, General Counsel, at 217/782-8535.

cc: The Honorable George H. Ryan, Governor
    Tony Rossi, Clerk of the House
    Jim Harry, Secretary of the Senate
    Legislative Research Unit
    State Government Report Center
Executive Summary

The following report outlines waivers of School Code mandates that school districts, regional offices of education, or special education or vocational education cooperatives have requested since the last report, which was transmitted in May 2002. Pursuant to Section 2-3.25g of the School Code (105 ILCS 5/2-3.25g), these requests must be sent to the General Assembly for its consideration before October 1, 2002.

The report is organized by subject area and by school district, regional office, or special education or vocational education cooperative. The General Assembly may disapprove the report in whole or in part within 30 calendar days after each chamber next convenes once the report is filed. This is done by a joint resolution. If either chamber fails to reject a waiver request, then that request is deemed granted.

Section I summarizes the 33 requests received for waivers of School Code mandates for consideration by the General Assembly, which are presented alphabetically by topic area. The largest number of applications received seeks waivers from Section 27-6 of the School Code regarding daily physical education (11 requests), followed by those addressing the requirement of 18-8.05(F)(2)(d)(1) of the School Code pertaining parent-teacher conferences (six requests). Other waiver requests address school improvement/inservice training (four requests), driver education fees (three requests), and limitation of administrative costs, non-resident tuition, and tax levies (two requests each). One petition was received for each of the following areas: evaluation plans, general state aid, and substitute teachers.

The request dealing with substitute teachers seeks authorization to employ substitutes for longer than the 90 days allowed under Section 21-9 of the School Code (see page 6 of the report). Since the petition submitted does not restrict substitutes who also hold a teaching certificate to 120 days of employment nor limit the effective date to the next two school years (both of which are requirements imposed by P.A. 92-184, effective July 27, 2001), the State Board of Education must continue to send these types of petitions to the General Assembly for action.

This document also contains three additional sections beyond what is required under Section 2-3.25g of the School Code. Section II of the report lists the 220 requests for modifications or waivers of State Board of Education rules and modifications of School Code mandates that the State Board has approved. Of those, 204 address legal school holidays, six involve physical education and block scheduling, seven pertain to instructional time and the Prairie State Achievement Test, two address driver education, and one concerns course requirements for bilingual education.
Section III describes the 43 requests that have been returned to or withdrawn by the petitioning entities. Section IV shows all the requests submitted, organized by Senate and House district.

In addition, the requests received are summarized by subject area in a table following this Executive Summary. Complete copies of the waiver requests for the General Assembly’s consideration have been made available to legislative staff.

This is the fifteenth report submitted pursuant to Section 2-3.25g of the School Code, which requires that the State Board of Education compile and submit requests for waivers of School Code mandates to the General Assembly before May 1 and October 1 of each year.
### Summary of Applications for Waivers and Modifications

*Volume 15 – Fall 2002*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Approved</th>
<th>Denied by SBE</th>
<th>Transmitted to GA</th>
<th>Withdrawn or Returned</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Content of Evaluation Plans</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course Requirements</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driver Education</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General State Aid</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal School Holidays</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limitation of Administrative Costs</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Resident Tuition</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent-Teacher Conferences</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Education</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSAE – Instructional Time</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School Improvement/ Inservice Training</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substitute Teachers</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tax Levies</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Petition Summary**                       | **220**  | **0**         | **33**            | **43**                |

**TOTAL NUMBER OF APPLICATIONS:** 296
SECTION I

Applications to be Transmitted to the General Assembly

Content of Evaluation Plans

*Palatine CCSD 15 – Cook (SD 27/HD 54) / Expiration: 2007-08 school year*

WM100-2610-2 (renewal) – Waiver of School Code (Section 24A-5) request to allow the district to replace the current rating scale of “excellent, satisfactory, and unsatisfactory” with one that includes “meets district expectations” or “does not meet district expectations/unsatisfactory” for the biennial evaluation process. Under a professional growth plan option, teachers can choose to be evaluated every one, two or three years. If approved, the waiver would take effect in the 2003-04 school year.

*Driver Education*

*Plainfield CCSD 202 – Will (SD 42/HD 83) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year*

WM100-2481 – Waiver of School Code (Section 27-23) request to allow the district to charge a reasonable fee not to exceed $125 of students who participate in driver education courses.

*Alden-Hebron SD 19 – Will (SD 32/HD 63) / Expiration: 2007-08 school year*

WM100-2602-2 – Waiver of School Code (Section 27-23) request to allow the district to charge a reasonable fee not to exceed $150 of students who participate in driver education courses. If approved, this waiver would take effect in the 2003-04 school year.

*Wauconda CUSD 118 – Lake (SD 26/HD 52) / Expiration: 2007-08 school year*

WM100-2621 (renewal) – Waiver of School Code (Section 27-23) request to allow the district to charge a reasonable fee not to exceed $300 of students who participate in driver education courses. If approved, this waiver would take effect in the 2003-04 school year.

*General State Aid Calculation*

*Boone/Winnebago Regional Learning Academy – Boone, Winnebago (SD 34/HD 67, SD 34/HD 68, SD 35/HD 69) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year*

WM100-2599-1 – Waiver of School Code (Section 18-8.05(F)(1)) request to allow the regional office to receive General State Aid reimbursement for a full day when certain students in an alternative school established pursuant to Article 13A of the School Code participate in three and a half hours of school work each day. The regional office will make a determination about a shortened day on a case-by-case basis and in consultation with the student’s parents or guardians. The regional office will work toward returning the students to a full-day instructional program as soon as they are ready.
**Limitation of Administrative Cost**

*Thomson CUSD 301 – Carroll (SD 36/HD 71) / Expiration: 2002-03 school year*

**WM100-2514 – Waiver of School Code** (Section 17-1.5) request to allow the district to waive the limitation of administrative costs due to circumstances beyond its control. The district employed an interim superintendent during FY 2002, so administrative expenses were artificially low. A new superintendent began July 1, 2003, and that person’s compensation package will cause the district to exceed the 5 percent limitation.

*Raccoon CCSD 1 – Marion (SD 55/HD 109) / Expiration: 2002-03 school year*

**WM100-2594 – Waiver of School Code** (Section 17-1.5) request to allow the district to waive the limitation of administrative costs due to circumstances beyond its control. The district has negotiated with its superintendent to pay him a 2.2 percent upgrade on his salary, should the superintendent choose to retire at the end of the 2003-2004 school year. The superintendent, however, has agreed to work 34 additional days in the 2004-05 school year, meaning the district would be exempt from making an early retirement option payment to the Teachers’ Retirement System. This will save the district $84,888.64 over a two-year period but cause the superintendent’s salary to exceed the 5 percent limitation.

**Non-Resident Tuition**

*Marion CUSD 2 – Williamson (SD 59/HD 118) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year*

**WM100-2619-1 – Waiver of School Code** (Section 10-20.12a) request to allow the district to charge non-resident pupil tuition in an amount that is less than 110 percent of the preceding year’s per capita tuition costs to those students whose parents are employees of the district.

**WM100-2619-2 – Waiver of School Code** (Section 10-20.12a) request to allow the district to charge non-resident pupil tuition in an amount that is less than 110 percent of the preceding year’s per capita tuition costs to those students in neighboring districts that are participating in an intergovernmental agreement. The districts participating in the agreement will adopt a mutually acceptable tuition rate that will not be detrimental to any district.

**Parent-Teacher Conferences**

*Rock Falls ESD 13 – Whiteside (SD 37/HD 73) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year*

**WM100-2538-1 – Waiver of School Code** (Section 18-8.05(F)(2)(d)(1)) request to allow the district the option of scheduling a parent-teacher conference in the evening following a full day of student attendance, a half day of parent-teacher conferences the following afternoon after students have been in attendance for three hours, and a full day of parent-teacher conferences on the third day, with no student attendance. The evening and morning sessions will be counted as one of the 176 days of pupil attendance required by Section 10-19.

*Litchfield CUSD 12 – Montgomery (SD 49/HD 98) / Expiration: 2007-08 school year*

**WM100-2550 (renewal) – Waiver of School Code** (Section 18-8.05(F)(2)(d)(1)) request to allow the district the option of scheduling a parent-teacher conference in the evening
following a day when students are in attendance for three or more clock-hours and the remainder of the school day is used for school improvement activities. The evening and morning sessions will be counted as one of the 176 days of pupil attendance required by Section 10-19. If approved, this waiver would take effect in the 2003-04 school year.

Johnston CUSD 1 – Williamson (SD 59/HD 117) / Expiration: 2007-08 school year
WM100-2597 – Waiver of School Code (Section 18-8.05(F)(2)(d)(1)) request to allow the district the option of scheduling two parent-teacher conferences in the evening following full days of student attendance, when the remainder of these school days are used for school improvement activities. The day following the second conference will be a nonattendance day. The two evening conferences will be counted as one of the 176 days of pupil attendance required by Section 10-19. If approved, this waiver would take effect in the 2003-04 school year.

Beach Park CCSD 3 – Lake (SD 31/HD 62) / Expiration: 2007-08 school year
WM100-2606 (renewal) – Waiver of School Code (Section 18-8.05(F)(2)(d)(1)) request to allow the district the option of scheduling twice during the school year a parent-teacher conference in the evening following a day when students have been dismissed from class one hour early. The day following each evening conference will be a full-day parent-teacher conference. The evening sessions will be counted as one of the 176 days of pupil attendance required by Section 10-19. If approved, this waiver would take effect in the 2003-04 school year.

Herrin CUSD 4 – Williamson (SD 59/HD 117) / Expiration: 2007-08 school year
WM100-2608-1 (renewal) – Waiver of School Code (Section 18-8.05(F)(2)(d)(1)) request to allow the district the option of scheduling twice during the school year a parent-teacher conference in the evening following a regular day of student attendance. The day following the second conference will be a nonattendance day. The evening sessions will be counted as one of the 176 days of pupil attendance required by Section 10-19. If approved, this waiver would take effect in the 2003-04 school year.

Carrollton CUSD 1 – Greene (SD 49/HD 97) / Expiration: 2007-08 school year
WM100-2622-2 (renewal) – Waiver of School Code (Section 18-8.05(F)(2)(d)(1)) request to allow the district the option of scheduling twice during the school year a parent-teacher conference in the evening following a day when students are dismissed from class early. The day following the second evening conference will be a nonattendance day. The evening sessions will be counted as one of the 176 days of pupil attendance required by Section 10-19. If approved, this waiver would take effect in the 2003-04 school year.

Physical Education

Plainfield CCSD 202 – Will (SD 42/HD 83) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM100-2350 (renewal) – Waiver of School Code (Section 27-6) request to allow the district to provide physical education two days a week for students in grades kindergarten through 5 due to inadequate facilities. Students participate in a health and wellness course one day a week. On days when students are not in physical education classes, their classroom teachers provide supplemental physical education/health activities.
**Aledo CUSD 201 – Mercer (SD 36/HD 72) / Expiration: 2005-06 school year**

**WM100-2504 (renewal) – Waiver of School Code (Section 27-6)** request to allow the district to excuse students in grades 9 through 12 from daily physical education for ongoing participation in cheerleading and those in grades 9 and 10 for ongoing participation in interscholastic athletic programs. This request will allow students who currently cannot schedule a study hall or another academic course to do so in order to use the school day more effectively.

**Rock Falls ESD 13 – Whiteside (SD 37/HD 73) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year**

**WM100-2538-2 – Waiver of School Code (Section 27-6)** request to allow the district to alternate daily physical education with music and art for students in grades kindergarten through 5. Students will participate in physical education for 30 minutes each session on an every-other-day basis. They also will have 30 minutes of supervised recess each day, dance and movement activities in other courses, and access to extracurricular activities. The district states that this physical education schedule will allow it to continue to improve student performance in other academic areas.

**Palos School District 118 – Cook (SD 18/HD 35) / Expiration: 2004-05 school year**

**WM100-2548 (renewal) – Waiver of School Code (Section 27-6)** request to allow the district to provide physical education three days a week for 43 minutes each session for students in grades 6 through 8 due to inadequate facilities. While two previous referendum attempts have failed, the district now will be considering a school construction grant to expand facilities. The district states it can safely accommodate up to 420 students (out of enrollment of 763) daily by scheduling four classes of physical education each period during its nine-period day; otherwise, the district states that classes are too large and class periods too short to ensure “excellent instruction.” The district also provides alternative physical activities (after-school sports, intramurals, and park district activities) in addition to the physical education program.

**Oregon CUSD 220 – Ogle (SD 37/HD 73) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year**

**WM100-2556-1 – Waiver of School Code (Section 27-6)** request to allow the district to provide physical education two days a week for students in kindergarten through grade 6 due to inadequate facilities. The time per session varies with grade level: students in kindergarten through grade 3 will receive 30 minutes of instruction; grades 4 and 5, 40 to 45 minutes of instruction; and grade 6, 50 minutes of instruction. The curriculum is aligned with state standards for physical development, which are also addressed in health and science classes.

**Oregon CUSD 220 – Ogle (SD 37/HD 73) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year**

**WM100-2556-2 – Waiver of School Code (Section 27-6)** request to allow the district to excuse students in grades 11 and 12 from daily physical education in order to participate in dual credit and advanced placement classes. The district is seeking the request in order to provide additional learning opportunities and to stimulate innovation.

**Burbank SD 111 – Cook (SD 11/HD 22) / Expiration: 2007-08 school year**

**WM100-2601 (renewal) – Waiver of School Code (Section 27-6)** request to allow the district to provide physical education two days a week for 40 minutes each session for students in grades 1 through 8 due to inadequate facilities. The district states that using alternative areas, such as cafeterias, lunchrooms, and libraries, and the high number of students in some classes interferes with the district's ability to provide high-quality physical education classes daily. For the 2002-03 school year, the district hired an
additional physical education instructor and will begin using fitness centers at two of its 12 schools, offering opportunities for multiple activities for students. The district also has supervised recess for elementary students and intramurals and after-school sports for intermediate and junior high school students, with participation rates of about 25 percent. If approved, this waiver takes effect in the 2003-04 school year.

Sauk Village CCSD 168 – Cook (SD 40/HD 80) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM100-2617 (renewal) – Waiver of School Code (Section 27-6) request to allow the district to provide physical education every day for 53 minutes each session for one semester for students in grades 6 through 8. The remaining part of the school year will be used for health education and for computer class. The district also will provide physical education every other day for 30 minutes each session for students in kindergarten through grade 5, who also participate in daily supervised recess. The request is being made due to inadequate facilities.

Herrin CUSD 4 – Williamson (SD 59/HD 117) / Expiration: 2007-08 school year
WM100-2618-2 (renewal) – Waiver of School Code (Section 27-6) request to allow the district to excuse students in grade 9 from physical education in order to enroll in a one-semester computer orientation class. The course enables all students in the district to be able to effectively use the district’s comprehensive technology resources, hence ensuring that the district provides a sound educational program and maintains rigorous academic standards for all students. If approved, this request will take effect in the 2003-04 school year.

Carrollton CUSD 1 – Greene (SD 49/HD 97) / Expiration: 2007-08 school year
WM100-2622-1 (renewal) – Waiver of School Code (Section 27-6) request to allow the district to provide physical education to students in kindergarten through grade 6 three times a week due to inadequate facilities. By moving the junior high school students to the high school for physical education, the district has been able to increase by one day the number of days a week that elementary students participate in gym. This has also enabled junior high school students to resume a daily schedule of physical education. If approved, this request will take effect in the 2003-04 school year.

Fisher CUSD 1 – Champaign (SD 52/HD 103) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM100-2623 – Waiver of School Code (Section 27-6) request to allow the district to excuse students in grades 9 through 12 from daily physical education in order to participate in band. Due to the school’s small size, many of the band members are also members of various sports teams. While the band includes marching band during the football season, the students do not receive credit for that participation. Without the waiver, the district states its award-winning band will suffer from a substantial decrease in membership.

School Improvement/Inservice Training

Aurora West SD 129 – Kane (SD 21/HD 42) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM100-2439 – Waiver of School Code (Section 18-8.05(F)(2)(d)(2)) request to allow the district to hold three full-day teacher inservice sessions instead of seven half days, and to count the days among the 176 days of pupil attendance required by Section 10-19. The district will accumulate sufficient time beyond the five-clock-hour requirement to apply towards these days.
Prairie Hill CCSD 133 – Winnebago (SD 34/HD 68) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM100-2486 – Waiver of School Code (Section 18-8.05(F)(2)(d)(2)) request to allow
the district to hold two full-day teacher inservice sessions instead of four half days, and
to count the days among the 176 days of pupil attendance required by Section 10-19.
The district will accumulate sufficient time beyond the five-clock-hour requirement to
apply towards these days.

Litchfield CUSD 12 – Montgomery (SD 49/HD 98) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM100-2499 – Waiver of School Code (Section 18-8.05(F)(2)(d)(2)) request to allow
the district to hold four full-day teacher inservice sessions instead of eight half days, and
to count the days among the 176 days of pupil attendance required by Section 10-19.
The district will accumulate sufficient time beyond the five-clock-hour requirement to
apply towards these days.

Hononegah CHSD 207 – Winnebago (SD 34/HD 68) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM100-2551 – Waiver of School Code (Section 18-8.05(F)(2)(d)(2)) request to allow
the district to hold two full-day teacher inservice sessions instead of four half days, and
to count the days among the 176 days of pupil attendance required by Section 10-19.
The district will accumulate sufficient time beyond the five-clock-hour requirement to
apply towards these days.

Substitute Teachers

North Chicago SD 187 – Lake (SD 30/HD 59) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM100-2506 – Waiver of School Code (Section 21-9) request to allow the district to
employ substitute teachers for more than 90 days in any one school year to allow for
teacher participation in staff development activities. The most-qualified substitutes will
be employed. Currently, the district is using special teachers (i.e., art, music, physical
education) to cover the regular teachers’ classrooms, or it is combining classes, when a
substitute is not available.

Tax Levies

Union Ridge SD 86 – Cook (SD 7/HD 14) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM100-2483 – Waiver of School Code (Section 17-2) request to allow the district to
expend revenue generated locally from the tax levies for the Education Fund, Operations
and Maintenance Fund, and Transportation Fund in the method, and in the appropriate
fund, which best meets the needs of the district and its students.

Palos CCSD 118 – Cook (SD 18/HD 35) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM100-2590 – Waiver of School Code (Section 17-2) request to allow the district to
expend revenue generated locally from the tax levies for the Education Fund, Operations
and Maintenance Fund, and Transportation Fund in the method, and in the appropriate
fund, which best meets the needs of the district and its students.
SECTION II
Applications Approved by the Illinois State Board of Education

Course Requirements

Bensenville SD 2 – DuPage (SD 23/HD 46) / Expiration: 2002-03 school year
WM300-2517 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Sections 14C-2, 14C-2.1, and 14C-3) allows the district to offer an English immersion curriculum, with instruction in English, rather than a bilingual program that provides instruction in the student’s home language.

Driver Education

Alden-Hebron SD 19 – McHenry (SD 32/HD 63) / Expiration: 2005-06 school year
WM300-2602-1 (renewal) – Modification of Administrative Rule (23 Ill. Adm. Code 252.20(d)(7)(A) and 252.40(b)) allows the district to contract with a commercial driving school for the provision of driver education.

Richmond-Burton CHSD 157 – McHenry (SD 32/HD 63) / Expiration: 2005-06 school year
WM300-2603 (renewal) – Modification of Administrative Rule (23 Ill. Adm. Code 252.20(b)) allows the district to provide behind-the-wheel instruction during the summer only, with the exception of those students who transfer after the beginning of the summer prior to the start of grade 10.

Holidays

Merriam CCSD 19 – Wayne (SD 54/HD 107) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2346 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Belle Valley SD 119 – St. Clair (SD 57/HD 113) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2351 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Chester CUSD 139 – Randolph (SD 58/HD 116) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2352 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Schiller Park SD 81 – Cook (SD 7/HD 14) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2353 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.
Blue Ridge CUSD 18 – DeWitt (SD 45/HD 90) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2354 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln, Casimir Pulaski, and all veterans of foreign wars through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor.

East Moline SD 37 – Rock Island (SD 36/HD 71) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2355 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Kildeer Countryside CCSD 96 – Lake (SD 26/HD 51) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2356 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

South Berwyn SD 100 – Cook (SD 22/HD 43) / Expiration: 2002-03 school year
WM300-2357-1 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

South Berwyn SD 100 – Cook (SD 22/HD 43) / Expiration: 2002-03 school year
WM300-2357-2 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Casimir Pulaski through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Miller Township CCSD 210 – LaSalle (SD 38/HD 75) / Expiration: 2002-03 school year
WM300-2358 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Colona SD 190 – Henry (SD 36/HD 71) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2359 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Panhandle CUSD 2 – Montgomery (SD 49/HD 98) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2360 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Abraham Lincoln, Casimir Pulaski, Christopher Columbus, and all veterans of foreign wars through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor.

Seneca CCSD 170 – LaSalle (SD 38/HD 75) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2361 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Abraham Lincoln, Casimir Pulaski, Christopher Columbus, and all veterans of foreign wars through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor.
New Holland-Midland ESD 88 – Logan (SD 45/HD 90) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2362 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Lombard SD 44 – DuPage (SD 39/HD 78) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2363 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Reed-Custer CUSD 255U – Will (SD 38/HD 75) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2364 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Komarek SD 94 – Cook (SD 22/HD 44) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2365 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Abraham Lincoln, Casimir Pulaski, Christopher Columbus, and all veterans of foreign wars through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor.

United THSD 30 – Rock Island (SD 36/HD 71) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2366 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Carmi-White County SD 5 – White (SD 54/HD 107) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2367 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Seneca THSD 160 – LaSalle (SD 38/HD 75) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2368 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Abraham Lincoln, Casimir Pulaski, Christopher Columbus, and all veterans of foreign wars through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor.

Lisbon CCSD 90 – Kendall (SD 42/HD 84) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2369 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Abraham Lincoln, and Casimir Pulaski through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor.

Cissna Park CUSD 6 – Iroquois (SD 53/HD 105) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2370 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln and Casimir Pulaski through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor.
New Hope CCSD 6 – Wayne (SD 54/HD 107) / Expiration: 2005-06 school year
WM300-2371 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Salem CHSD 600 – Marion (SD 55/HD 109) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2372 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Villa Grove CUSD 302 – Douglas (SD 52/HD 104) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2373-1 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of all veterans of foreign wars through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in their honor.

Villa Grove CUSD 302 – Douglas (SD 52/HD 104) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2373-2 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Abraham Lincoln, and Casimir Pulaski through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor.

Hampton SD 29 – Rock Island (SD 36/HD 72) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2374 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Silvis SD 34 – Rock Island (SD 36/HD 71) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2375 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Belleville Area Special Services Cooperative – St. Clair (SD 56/HD 112) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2376 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the cooperative to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Jasper CCSD 17 – Wayne (SD 54/HD 107) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2377 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Fairfield PSD 112 – Wayne (SD 54/HD 107) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2379 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Alsip-Hazelgreen-Oak Lawn SD 126 – Cook (SD 18/HD 35) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2380 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to
recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Illiųi Bluffs CUSD 327 – Peoria (SD 46/HD 91) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2382 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Cerro Gordo CUSD 100 – Morgan (SD 51/HD 101) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2383 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Rock Falls THSD 301 – Whiteside (SD 37/HD 73) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2384 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Casimir Pulaski through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Freeburg CCSD 70 – St. Clair (SD 58/HD 116) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2385 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Rankin SD 98 – Tazewell (SD 45/HD 89) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2386 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Mannheim SD 83 – Cook (SD 39/HD 77) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2387 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Crescent-Iroquois HSD 252 – Iroquois (SD 53/HD 105) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2389 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Wethersfield CUSD 230 – Bureau, Henry, Stark (SD 47/HD 93) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2391 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln and Casimir Pulaski through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor.

Ridgewood CHSD 234 – Cook (SD 7/HD 14) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2393 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.
Whiteside SD 115 – St. Clair (SD 57/HD 114) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2394 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Diamond Lake SD 76 – Lake (SD 26/HD 52) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2395 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Marseilles ESD 150 – LaSalle (SD 38/HD 75) / Expiration: 2002-03 school year
WM300-2397 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Riverton CUSD 14 – Sangamon (SD 50/HD 99) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2398 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Abraham Lincoln, Casimir Pulaski, and Christopher Columbus through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor.

Brimfield CUSD 309 – Peoria (SD 47/HD 93) / Expiration: 2004-05 school year
WM300-2399 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., and all veterans of foreign wars through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor.

Freeburg CHSD 77 – St. Clair (SD 58/HD 116) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2400 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Woodlawn CCSD 4 – Jefferson (SD 54/HD 107) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2404 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Taylorville CUSD 3 – Christian (SD 49/HD 98) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2405 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Grass Lake SD 36 – Lake (SD 31/HD 62) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2406 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Peoria Heights CUSD 325 – Peoria (SD 46/HD 92) / Expiration: 2002-03 school year
WM300-2407 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln and Casimir Pulaski through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor.
New Simpson Hill CD 32 – Johnson (SD 59/HD 118) / **Expiration:** 2006-07 school year

**WM300-2408 – Modification of School Code** (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Dupo CUSD 196 – St. Clair (SD 57/HD 114) / **Expiration:** 2006-07 school year

**WM300-2409 – Modification of School Code** (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Virginia CUSD 64 – Cass (SD 50/HD 99) / **Expiration:** 2006-07 school year

**WM300-2410 (renewal) – Modification of School Code** (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Morris SD 54 – Grundy (SD 38/HD 75) / **Expiration:** 2006-07 school year

**WM300-2411 – Modification of School Code** (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Olympia CUSD 16 – McLean (SD 44/HD 88) / **Expiration:** 2006-07 school year

**WM300-2412 – Modification of School Code** (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Hillsboro CUSD 3 – Montgomery (SD 49/HD 98) / **Expiration:** 2006-07 school year

**WM300-2413 (renewal) – Modification of School Code** (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Abraham Lincoln, Casimir Pulaski, Christopher Columbus, and all veterans of foreign wars through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor.

Rosemont ESD 78 – Cook (SD 7/HD 14) / **Expiration:** 2006-07 school year

**WM300-2414 – Modification of School Code** (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Lake Bluff SD 65 – Lake (SD 30/HD 59) / **Expiration:** 2002-03 school year

**WM300-2415 (renewal) – Modification of School Code** (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln, Casimir Pulaski, and all veterans of foreign wars through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor.

St. Libory CSD 30 – St. Clair (SD 58/HD 116) / **Expiration:** 2006-07 school year

**WM300-2416 – Modification of School Code** (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.
Rooks Creek CCSD 425 – Livingston (SD 44/HD 87) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year

WM300-2417 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Casimir Pulaski through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Mount Vernon SD 80 – Jefferson (SD 54/HD 107) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year

WM300-2418 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Fairfield CHSD 225 – Wayne (SD 54/HD 107) / Expiration: 2004-05 school year

WM300-2419 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to have either school attendance or teacher institutes on the holidays honoring Abraham Lincoln and Casimir Pulaski. The institute programs are subject to prior approval from the Regional Office of Education. Instruction pertaining to the contributions of honored individuals will be provided through instructional activities rather than observing the legal school holidays.

Harmony-Emge SD 175 – St. Clair (SD 57/HD 113) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year

WM300-2420 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Mazon-Verona-Kinsman ESD 2C – Grundy (SD 38/HD 75) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year

WM300-2421 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Franklin Park SD 84 – Cook (SD 39/HD 77) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year

WM300-2422 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

North Clay CUSD 25 – Clay (SD 54/HD 108) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year

WM300-2423 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Griggsville-Perry CUSD 4 – Pike (SD 48/HD 96) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year

WM300-2424 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Abraham Lincoln, Casimir Pulaski, and Christopher Columbus through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor.

Putnam County CUSD 535 – Putnam (SD 38/HD 76) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year

WM300-2426 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather
than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Rome CCSD 2 – Jefferson (SD 54/HD 107) / **Expiration: 2006-07 school year**
**WM300-2427 – Modification of School Code** (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Streator ESD 44 – LaSalle (SD 38/HD 76) / **Expiration: 2006-07 school year**
**WM300-2428 – Modification of School Code** (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Waterloo CUSD 5 – Monroe, St. Clair (SD 58/HD 116) / **Expiration: 2006-07 school year**
**WM300-2429 – Modification of School Code** (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of all veterans of foreign wars through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in their honor.

Cahokia USD 187 – St. Clair (SD 57/HD 114) / **Expiration: 2002-03 school year**
**WM300-2430 (renewal) – Modification of School Code** (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Mt. Vernon THSD 201 – Jefferson (SD 54/HD 107) / **Expiration: 2006-07 school year**
**WM300-2431 – Modification of School Code** (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Grayville CUSD 1 – White (SD 54/HD 107) / **Expiration: 2006-07 school year**
**WM300-2432 – Modification of School Code** (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Buncombe CSD 43 – Johnson (SD 59/HD 118) / **Expiration: 2006-07 school year**
**WM300-2433 – Modification of School Code** (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Liberty CUSD 2 – Adams (SD 48/HD 96) / **Expiration: 2006-07 school year**
**WM300-2435 (renewal) – Modification of School Code** (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Abraham Lincoln, Casimir Pulaski, Christopher Columbus, and all veterans of foreign wars through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor.

Ball-Chatham CUSD 5 – Sangamon (SD 50/HD 100) / **Expiration: 2006-07 school year**
**WM300-2436 – Modification of School Code** (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.
Oak Lawn CHSD 218 – Cook (SD 18/HD 36) / **Expiration: 2006-07 school year**

**WM300-2440 – Modification of School Code** (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

North Shore SD 112 – Lake (SD 30/HD 60) / **Expiration: 2007-08 school year**

**WM300-2443 (renewal) – Modification of School Code** (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Abraham Lincoln, Casimir Pulaski, members of the armed forces killed in war, Christopher Columbus, and all veterans of foreign wars through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor. This modification takes effect in the 2003-04 school year.

Metamora CCSD 1 – Woodford (SD 45/HD 89) / **Expiration: 2004-05 school year**

**WM300-2444 (renewal) – Modification of School Code** (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln and Casimir Pulaski through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor.

Newark CHSD 18 – Kendall (SD 42/HD 84) / **Expiration: 2006-07 school year**

**WM300-2446 – Modification of School Code** (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Palos Heights SD 128 – Cook (SD 18/HD 35) / **Expiration: 2006-07 school year**

**WM300-2447 – Modification of School Code** (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Abraham Lincoln, Casimir Pulaski, and Christopher Columbus through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor.

Sandridge SD 172 – Cook (SD 40/HD 79) / **Expiration: 2002-03 school year**

**WM300-2448 (renewal) – Modification of School Code** (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Jersey CUSD 100 – Jersey (SD 49/HD 97) / **Expiration: 2006-07 school year**

**WM300-2449 (renewal) – Modification of School Code** (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln and Casimir Pulaski through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor.

Nettle Creek CCSD 24C – Grundy (SD 38/HD 75) / **Expiration: 2006-07 school year**

**WM300-2450 – Modification of School Code** (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Dodds CCSD 7 – Jefferson (SD 54/HD 107) / **Expiration: 2006-07 school year**

**WM300-2452 – Modification of School Code** (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Waltonville CUSD 1 – Jefferson (SD 54/HD 107) / **Expiration: 2006-07 school year**

**WM300-2453 – Modification of School Code** (Section 24-2) allows the district to
recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Anna CCSD 37 – Union (SD 58/HD 115) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2456 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Casimir Pulaski through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Webber THSD 204 – Jefferson (SD 54/HD 107) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2457 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Centralia HSD 200 – Marion (SD 55/HD 109) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2460 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Abraham Lincoln, Casimir Pulaski, Christopher Columbus, and all veterans of foreign wars through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor.

Oak Lawn-Hometown SD 123 – Cook (SD 18/HD 36) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2462 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Chicago Heights SD 170 – Cook (SD 40/HD 80) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2464 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Emmons SD 33 – Lake (SD 31/HD 62) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2465 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Orangeville CUSD 203 – Stephenson (SD 37/HD 74) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2466 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Abraham Lincoln, Casimir Pulaski, Christopher Columbus, and all veterans of foreign wars through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor.

North Wamac SD 186 – Clinton (SD 55/HD 109) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2467 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Abraham Lincoln, Casimir Pulaski, and Christopher Columbus through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor.
WM300-2468 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

WM300-2469 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

WM300-2470 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

WM300-2472 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Casimir Pulaski and Christopher Columbus through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor.

WM300-2474 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Abraham Lincoln, Casimir Pulaski, Christopher Columbus, and all veterans of foreign wars through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor.

WM300-2475 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Casimir Pulaski and Christopher Columbus through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor.

WM300-2476 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

WM300-2477 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

WM300-2478 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Abraham Lincoln, and Casimir Pulaski through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor.

WM300-2479 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

WM300-2480 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Casimir Pulaski and Christopher Columbus through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor.
WM300-2479 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

*Delavan CUD 703 – Tazewell (SD 45/HD 90) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year*

WM300-2480 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

*Marshall CUSD C-2 – Clark (SD 53/HD 106) / Expiration: 2003-04 school year*

WM300-2482 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of all veterans of foreign wars through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in their honor.

*Union Ridge SD 86 – Cook (SD 7/HD 14) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year*

WM300-2484 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

*Special Education District of Lake County – Lake (SD 31/HD 61) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year*

WM300-2487 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

*Signal Hill SD 181 – St. Clair (SD 57/HD 113) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year*

WM300-2488 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

*Gavin SD 37 – Lake (SD 26/HD 52) / Expiration: 2002-03 school year*

WM300-2490 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

*Limestone Walters CCSD 316 – Peoria (SD 46/HD 91) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year*

WM300-2491 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

*Franklin and Jefferson Counties Special Education District 801 – Franklin, Jefferson (SD 59/HD 117) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year*

WM300-2492 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

*New Berlin CUSD 16 – Sangamon (SD 50/HD 100) / Expiration: 2003-04 school year*

WM300-2493 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather
than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Morrisonville CUSD 1 – Christian (SD 49/HD 98) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2494 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Abraham Lincoln, Casimir Pulaski, Christopher Columbus, and all veterans of foreign wars through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor.

Decatur SD 61 – Macon (SD 51/HD 101) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2495 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln and Christopher Columbus through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor.

Saunemin CCSD 438 – Livingston (SD 44/HD 87) / Expiration: 2003-04 school year
WM300-2496 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln and Casimir Pulaski through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor.

Chicago Ridge SD 127-5 – Cook (SD 18/HD 35) / Expiration: 2003-04 school year
WM300-2497 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Lemont-Bromberek SD 113A – Cook (SD 41/HD 82) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2498 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Paxton-Buckley-Loda CUSD 10 – Ford (SD 52/HD 104) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2500 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Troy SD 30-C – Will (SD 42/HD 84) / Expiration: 2002-03 school year
WM300-2501 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Farrington CCSD 99 – Jefferson (SD 54/HD 107) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2502 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Morris CHSD 101 – Grundy (SD 38/HD 75) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2503 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.
WM300-2505 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln and Casimir Pulaski through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor.

WM300-2507 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Casimir Pulaski through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

WM300-2508 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Abraham Lincoln, and Casimir Pulaski through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor.

WM300-2509 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of all veterans of foreign wars through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in their honor.

WM300-2510 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

WM300-2512 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln and all veterans of foreign wars through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor.

WM300-2515 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

WM300-2516 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Abraham Lincoln, Casimir Pulaski, and Christopher Columbus through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor.

WM300-2519 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.
Spring Lake CCSD 606 – Tazewell (SD 45/HD 90) / **Expiration:** 2003-04 school year

WM300-2520 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Field CCSD 3 – Jefferson (SD 54/HD 107) / **Expiration:** 2006-07 school year

WM300-2521 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Abraham Lincoln, and Casimir Pulaski through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor.

Summersville SD 79 – Jefferson (SD 54/HD 107) / **Expiration:** 2006-07 school year

WM300-2522 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Goreville CUSD 1 – Johnson (SD 59/HD 118) / **Expiration:** 2006-07 school year

WM300-2523 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Dr. Martin Luther, King, Jr., Abraham Lincoln, and Casimir Pulaski through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor.

Thompsonville SD 62 – Franklin (SD 59/HD 117) / **Expiration:** 2006-07 school year

WM300-2524 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Thompsonville HSD 112 – Franklin (SD 59/HD 117) / **Expiration:** 2006-07 school year

WM300-2525 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Cypress SD 64 – Johnson (SD 59/HD 118) / **Expiration:** 2006-07 school year

WM300-2527 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Glencoe SD 35 – Cook (SD 29/HD 58) / **Expiration:** 2006-07 school year

WM300-2529 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of all veterans of foreign wars through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in their honor.

Grand Prairie CCSD 6 – Jefferson (SD 55/HD 109) / **Expiration:** 2006-07 school year

WM300-2530 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

High Mount SD 116 – St. Clair (SD 57/HD 113) / **Expiration:** 2006-07 school year

WM300-2531 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather
than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Atwood Heights SD 125 – Cook (SD 18/HD 36) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2532 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Vienna SD 55 – Johnson (SD 59/HD 118) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2533 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

LaSalle/Putnam County Educational Alliance for Special Education – LaSalle, Putnam (SD 38/HD 76) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2534 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Abraham Lincoln, Casimir Pulaski, Christopher Columbus, and all veterans of foreign wars through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor.

Oswego CUSD 308 – Kendall (SD 42/HD 84) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2539 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln, Casimir Pulaski, and all veterans of foreign wars through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor.

Rock Falls ESD 13 – Whiteside (SD 37/HD 73) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2540-1 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Abraham Lincoln, Casimir Pulaski, and Christopher Columbus through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor.

Odin ESD 122 – Marion (SD 55/HD 109) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2540-2 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Abraham Lincoln, Casimir Pulaski, and Christopher Columbus through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor.

Sandwich CUSD 430 – DeKalb (SD 35/HD 70) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2542 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Abraham Lincoln, Casimir Pulaski, members of the armed forces killed in war, members of the labor force, Christopher Columbus, and all veterans of foreign wars through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor.
**Winthrop Harbor SD 1 – Lake** (SD 31/HD 62) / **Expiration:** 2006-07 school year

WM300-2544 – **Modification of School Code** (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

**Pleasant Hill SD 69 – Peoria** (SD 46/HD 91) / **Expiration:** 2006-07 school year

WM300-2545 (renewal) – **Modification of School Code** (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

**Heritage CUSD 8 – Champaign** (SD 52/HD 104) / **Expiration:** 2007-08 school year

WM300-2546 (renewal) – **Modification of School Code** (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., and Casimir Pulaski through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor. This modification takes effect in the 2003-04 school year.

**Pana CUSD 8 – Christian** (SD 49/HD 98) / **Expiration:** 2006-07 school year

WM300-2547 – **Modification of School Code** (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

**Litchfield CUSD 12 – Montgomery** (SD 49/HD 98) / **Expiration:** 2006-07 school year

WM300-2549 – **Modification of School Code** (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of all veterans of foreign wars through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in their honor.

**River Bend CUSD 2 – Whiteside** (SD 36/HD 71) / **Expiration:** 2007-08 school year

WM300-2553 (renewal) – **Modification of School Code** (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor. This modification takes effect in the 2003-04 school year.

**Union CUSD 115 – Henderson** (SD 48/HD 95) / **Expiration:** 2006-07 school year

WM300-2554 (renewal) – **Modification of School Code** (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Abraham Lincoln, Casimir Pulaski, members of the armed forces killed in war, members of the labor force, Christopher Columbus, and all veterans of foreign wars through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor.

**Red Brick School – Monroe, Randolph** (SD 58/HD 116) / **Expiration:** 2006-07 school year

WM300-2555 – **Modification of School Code** (Section 24-2) allows the regional office of education to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor for schools established under Article 13A.

**Nashville CHSD 99 – Washington** (SD 58/HD 116) / **Expiration:** 2006-07 school year

WM300-2558 (renewal) – **Modification of School Code** (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Abraham Lincoln, Casimir Pulaski, and Christopher Columbus through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor.
observing school holidays in their honor.

DeKalb Regional Safe Schools Program – DeKalb (SD 33/HD 65, SD 34/HD 68, SD 35/HD 70) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2559 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the regional office of education to recognize the contributions of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Abraham Lincoln, Casimir Pulaski, Christopher Columbus, and all veterans of foreign wars through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor for schools established under Article 13A.

Warsaw CUSD 316 – Hancock (SD 48/HD 96) / Expiration: 2007-08 school year
WM300-2560-1 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor. This modification takes effect in the 2003-04 school year.

Warsaw CUSD 316 – Hancock (SD 48/HD 96) / Expiration: 2007-08 school year
WM300-2560-2 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Casimir Pulaski through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor. This modification takes effect in the 2003-04 school year.

Orion CUSD 223 – Henry (SD 47/HD 94) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2561 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Grayslake CHSD 127 – Lake (SD 26/HD 52) / Expiration: 2002-03 school year
WM300-2563 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Annawan CUSD 226 – Henry, Bureau (SD 47/HD 94) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2564 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln and Casimir Pulaski through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor.

Iroquois West CUSD 10 – Iroquois (SD 44/HD 87) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2565 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Abraham Lincoln, Casimir Pulaski, and Christopher Columbus through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor.

West Lincoln-Broadwell ESD 92 – Logan (SD 45/HD 90) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2566 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln and Casimir Pulaski through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor.
Brown County CUSD 1 – Brown (SD 48/HD 95) / Expiration: 2007-08 school year
WM300-2567 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Abraham Lincoln, Casimir Pulaski, Christopher Columbus, and all veterans of foreign wars through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor. This modification takes effect in the 2003-04 school year.

Knox County Academy – Knox (SD 37/HD 74) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2568 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the regional office to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor for schools established under Article 13A.

Paris Union SD 95 – Edgar (SD 53/HD 106) / Expiration: 2007-08 school year
WM300-2569 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor. This modification takes effect in the 2003-04 school year.

St. Anne CCSD 256 – Kankakee (SD 43/HD 85) / Expiration: 2005-06 school year
WM300-2570 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Christopher Columbus through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Wilmington CUSD 209-U – Will (SD 38/HD 75) / Expiration: 2007-08 school year
WM300-2571 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Abraham Lincoln, Casimir Pulaski, and Christopher Columbus through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor. This modification takes effect in the 2003-04 school year.

Nauvoo-Colusa CUSD 325 – Hancock (SD 48/HD 95) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2572 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Casimir Pulaski through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Cook County SD 130 – Cook (SD 18/HD 36) / Expiration: 2002-03 school year
WM300-2573 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Flanagan CUSD 4 – Livingston (SD 44/HD 87) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2576 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Galesburg CUSD 205 – Knox (SD 47/HD 94) / Expiration: 2007-08 school year
WM300-2577 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor. This modification takes effect in the
2003-04 school year.

_Beecher SD 200U – Will (SD 43/HD 85) / Expiration: 2003-04 school year_  
WM300-2578 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

_Valley View SD 365U – Will (SD 42/HD 83) / Expiration: 2007-08 school year_  
WM300-2579 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor. This modification takes effect in the 2003-04 school year.

_Neoga Community Unit School District 3 – Cumberland (SD 51/HD 102) / Expiration: 2007-08 school year_  
WM300-2580 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Abraham Lincoln, Casimir Pulaski, Christopher Columbus, and all veterans of foreign wars through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor. This modification takes effect in the 2003-04 school year.

_Riverdale SD 14 – Whiteside (SD 37/HD 73) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year_  
WM300-2581 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

_Centralia Regional Safe Schools Program – Clinton, Marion, Washington (SD 37/HD 73) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year_  
WM300-2582 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the regional office of education to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor for schools established under Article 13A.

_Grundy Area Vocational Center – Grundy (SD 38/HD 75) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year_  
WM300-2583 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

_Selmaville CCSD 10 – Marion (SD 55/HD 109) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year_  
WM300-2584 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln and Casimir Pulaski through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor.

_Gallatin County CUSD 7 – Gallatin (SD 59/HD 118) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year_  
WM300-2586 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Abraham Lincoln, Christopher Columbus, and all veterans of foreign wars through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor.
**Puffer-Hefty SD 69 – DuPage (SD 20/HD 39) / Expiration: 2007-08 school year**

**WM300-2588 (renewal) – Modification of School Code** (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor. This modification takes effect in the 2003-04 school year.

**Harvard SD 50 – McHenry (SD 32/HD 63) / Expiration: 2007-08 school year**

**WM300-2589 (renewal) – Modification of School Code** (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln and Casimir Pulaski through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor. This modification takes effect in the 2003-04 school year.

**Hutsonville CUSD 1 – Crawford (SD 54/HD 108) / Expiration: 2007-08 school year**

**WM300-2591 (renewal) – Modification of School Code** (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Abraham Lincoln, Casimir Pulaski, Christopher Columbus, and all veterans of foreign wars through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor. This modification takes effect in the 2003-04 school year.

**Edinburg CUSD 4 – Christian (SD 49/HD 98) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year**

**WM300-2592 (renewal) – Modification of School Code** (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Abraham Lincoln, Casimir Pulaski, and all veterans of foreign wars through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor.

**Quincy SD 172 – Adams (SD 48/HD 96) / Expiration: 2007-08 school year**

**WM300-2593 (renewal) – Modification of School Code** (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln and Casimir Pulaski through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor. This modification takes effect in the 2003-04 school year.

**Lincoln ESD 27 – Logan (SD 45/HD 90) / Expiration: 2007-08 school year**

**WM300-2595 (renewal) – Modification of School Code** (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor. This modification takes effect in the 2003-04 school year.

**Johnston City CUSD 1 – Williamson (SD 59/HD 117) / Expiration: 2007-08 school year**

**WM300-2596 – Modification of School Code** (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Abraham Lincoln, Casimir Pulaski, Christopher Columbus, and all veterans of foreign wars through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor. This modification takes effect in the 2003-04 school year.

**Five County Regional Vocational System – Alexander (SD 59/HD 118) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year**

**WM300-2600 – Modification of School Code** (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.
Paris CUSD 4 – Edgar (SD 53/HD 106) / Expiration: 2007-08 school year
WM300-2604 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor. This modification takes effect in the 2003-04 school year.

Teutopolis CUSD 50 – Effingham (SD 54/HD 108) / Expiration: 2007-08 school year
WM300-2605 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor. This modification takes effect in the 2003-04 school year.

Malden CCSD 84 – Bureau (SD 38/HD 76) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2607 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Abraham Lincoln, Casimir Pulaski, Christopher Columbus, and all veterans of foreign wars through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor.

Riverdale CUSD 100 – Rock Island (SD 36/HD 71) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2608 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Erie CUSD 1 – Whiteside (SD 36/HD 71) / Expiration: 2007-08 school year
WM300-2609 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor. This modification takes effect in the 2003-04 school year.

Palatine CCSD 15 – Cook (SD 27/HD 54) / Expiration: 2007-08 school year
WM300-2610-1 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Casimir Pulaski through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor. This modification takes effect in the 2003-04 school year.

Rockton SD 140 – Winnebago (SD 34/HD 68) / Expiration: 2007-08 school year
WM300-2611 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Casimir Pulaski, and all veterans of foreign wars through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor. This modification takes effect in the 2003-04 school year.

Lemont THSD 210 – Cook, DuPage (SD 41/HD 82) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2612 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.

Beardstown CUSD 15 – Cass (SD 48/HD 95) / Expiration: 2003-04 school year
WM300-2613 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor.
Greenview – Menard (SD 50/HD 99) / Expiration: 2007-08 school year
WM300-2614 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Abraham Lincoln through instructional activities rather than observing a school holiday in his honor. This modification takes effect in the 2003-04 school year.

Pecatonica CUSD 321 – Winnebago (SD 35/HD 69) / Expiration: 2007-08 school year
WM300-2616 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2) allows the district to recognize the contributions of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Abraham Lincoln, Casimir Pulaski, and Christopher Columbus through instructional activities rather than observing school holidays in their honor. This modification takes effect in the 2003-04 school year.

Physical Education

Pleasant Plains CUSD 8 – Sangamon (SD 50/HD 99) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2425 – Modification of School Code (Section 27-6) allows the district to permit students in grades 9 through 12 to participate in physical education every other day for 83 minutes each session rather than daily due to an 8-block schedule.

Deer Creek-Mackinaw CUSD 701 – Tazewell (SD 45/HD 89) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2442 – Modification of School Code (Section 27-6) allows the district to permit students in grades 9 through 12 to participate in physical education every other day for 83 minutes each session rather than daily due to an 8-block schedule.

Pawnee CUSD 11 – Sangamon (SD 50/HD 100) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2511 – Modification of School Code (Section 27-6) allows the district to permit students in grades 7 through 12 to participate in physical education every other day for 85 minutes each session rather than daily due to an 8-block schedule.

St. Charles CUSD 303 – Kane, DuPage (SD 25/HD 50) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2537 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 27-6) allows the district to permit students in grades 6 through 8 to participate in physical education every day for 45 minutes each session for one semester rather than daily due to inadequate facilities. Previously, the district was only able to provide 25 minutes of physical education on a daily basis.

Oregon CUSD 220 – Ogle (SD 37/HD 73) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2557-2 – Modification of School Code (Section 27-6) allows the district to permit students in grades 9 through 12 to participate in physical education every day for 80 minutes each session for one semester rather than daily due to a 4-block schedule.

Amboy CUSD 272 – Lee (SD 37/HD 73) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2575 – Modification of School Code (Section 27-6) allows the district to permit students in grades 9 through 12 to participate in physical education every other day for 85 minutes each session rather than daily due to an 8-block schedule.
Prairie State Achievement Examination – Instructional Time

Naperville CUSD 203 – DuPage (SD 21/HD 41) / Expiration: 2005-06 school year
WM300-2347 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 18-8.05(F)(2)(d)) allows the district to excuse students in grade 12 from school attendance for two days in April during the administration of the Prairie State Achievement Examination only. Students will attend school during the afternoon on these days. The district will accumulate sufficient student attendance time beyond the five-clock-hour instructional day to be applied to these days so that they can be counted among the 176 days of pupil attendance required by Section 10-19.

Thornton THSD 205 – Cook (SD 15/HD 30) / Expiration: 2001-02 school year
WM300-2348 – Modification of School Code (Section 18-8.05(F)(2)(d)) allows the district to dismiss students in grade 11 following the administration of the Prairie State Achievement Examination on April 24 and 25 and to not hold school on these days for students in grades 10 and 12. Students in grade 9 will attend school for a half day on the first day of testing and not attend school on the second day of testing. The district will accumulate sufficient student attendance time beyond the five-clock-hour instructional day to be applied to these days so that they can be counted among the 176 days of pupil attendance required by Section 10-19.

Joliet THSD 204 – Ogle (SD 43/HD 86) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2349 – Modification of School Code (Section 18-8.05(F)(2)(d)) allows the district to dismiss students in grades 9 through 12 early on two days in April following the administration of the Prairie State Achievement Examination. The district will accumulate sufficient student attendance time beyond the five-clock-hour instructional day to be applied to these days so that they can be counted among the 176 days of pupil attendance required by Section 10-19.

Orland Park CHSD 230 – Cook (SD 19/HD 38) / Expiration: 2005-06 school year
WM300-2401 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 18-8.05(F)(2)(d)) allows the district to dismiss students in grade 11 early on two days in April following the administration of the Prairie State Achievement Examination and to not hold school on these days for students in grades 9, 10, and 12. The district will accumulate sufficient student attendance time beyond the five-clock-hour instructional day to be applied to these days so that they can be counted among the 176 days of pupil attendance required by Section 10-19.

Batavia USD 101 – Kane (SD 21/HD 42) / Expiration: 2005-06 school year
WM300-2402 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 18-8.05(F)(2)(d)) allows the district to dismiss students in grade 11 early on two days in April following the administration of the Prairie State Achievement Examination and to not hold school on these days for students in grades 9, 10, and 12. The district will accumulate sufficient student attendance time beyond the five-clock-hour instructional day to be applied to these days so that they can be counted among the 176 days of pupil attendance required by Section 10-19.

Northfield THSD 225 - Cook (SD 29/HD 57) / Expiration: 2001-02 school year
WM300-2403 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 18-8.05(F)(2)(d)) allows the district to dismiss students in grades 9, 10, 11, and 12 after three hours of instruction on April 24 and to administer the ACT portion of the Prairie State
Achievement Examination to students in grade 11 on April 24. The district will accumulate sufficient student attendance time beyond the five-clock-hour instructional day to be applied to these days so that they can be counted among the 176 days of pupil attendance required by Section 10-19.

Oregon CUSD 220 – Ogle (SD 37/HD 73) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2557-1 – Modification of School Code (Section 18-8.05(F)(2)(d)) allows the district to dismiss students in grade 11 early on two days in April following the administration of the Prairie State Achievement Examination and to not hold school on these days for students in grades 9, 10, and 12. The district will accumulate sufficient student attendance time beyond the five-clock-hour instructional day to be applied to these days so that they can be counted among the 176 days of pupil attendance required by Section 10-19.
Applications Returned to Applicants

Listed below are several categories of requests that have been returned to school districts or other entities. Some of these applicants sought permission for actions that were already permissible under the law or rules. Other requests were returned because they were ineligible under the law (e.g., mandates not found in the School Code, applicant is not a school district, application incomplete).

**NO WAIVER NEEDED**

**Holidays**

*Manteno CUSD 5 – Kankakee, Will (SD 43/HD 85) / Expiration: 2003-04 school year
WM300-2438 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2). The district requested to be allowed to hold school on the legal holidays honoring Abraham Lincoln, Casimir Pulaski, and all veterans of foreign wars. The district currently has an approved modification for this time period.*

*Bluford CCSD 114 – Jefferson (SD 54/HD 107) / Expiration: 2002-03 school year
WM300-2485 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2). The district requested to be allowed to hold school on the legal holiday honoring Abraham Lincoln. The district currently has an approved modification for this time period.*

*North Boone CUSD 200 – Boone (SD 34/HD 68) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2526 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2). The district requested to be allowed to hold an inservice training session on the legal holiday honoring Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. The district currently has an approved modification through the 2003-2004 school year that will allow it to hold an inservice training session on that day.*

**INELIGIBLE**

**Content of Evaluation Plans**

*Sparta CUSD 140 – Randolph (SD 58/HD 116) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2598-2 (renewal) – Waiver of School Code (Section 24A-5). The district requested to be allowed to replace the current rating scale of “excellent, satisfactory, and unsatisfactory” with one that includes “meets expectations” or “does not meet expectations/unsatisfactory.” The district failed to provide proper notice of the public hearing held to consider the request.*

**General State Aid**

*Boone-Winnebago Regional Alternative School – Boone, Winnebago (SD 34/HD 67, SD 34/HD 68, SD 35/69) / Expiration: 2007-08 school year
WM100-2599-2 – Waiver of School Code (Section 18-8.05(F)(2)). The regional office requested to be allowed to count for the purposes of General State Aid a minimum of three and a half clock-hours of instruction. The alternative school that is the subject of this petition was not established under Article 13A of the School Code; therefore, this
application is ineligible for consideration.

**Holidays**

**Opdyke-Belle Rive CCSD 5 – Jefferson (SD 54/HD 107) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year**

**WM300-2378 – Modification of School Code** (Section 24-2). The district requested to be allowed to hold school on the legal holiday honoring Abraham Lincoln. The district failed to provide proper notice of the public hearing held to consider the request.

**Jersey CUSD 100 – Jersey (SD 49/HD 97) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year**

**WM300-2381 (renewal) – Modification of School Code** (Section 24-2). The district requested to be allowed to hold school on the legal holidays honoring Abraham Lincoln and Casimir Pulaski. The district failed to provide proper notice of the public hearing held to consider the request.

**Brookfield-LaGrange Park SD 95 – Cook (SD 22/HD 43) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year**

**WM300-2388 – Modification of School Code** (Section 24-2). The district requested to be allowed to hold school on the legal holidays honoring Casimir Pulaski and Christopher Columbus. The district failed to provide proper notice of the public hearing held to consider the request.

**Limestone Walters CCSD 316 – Peoria (SD 46/HD 91) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year**

**WM300-2390 – Modification of School Code** (Section 24-2). The district requested to be allowed to hold school on the legal holiday honoring Abraham Lincoln. The district failed to provide proper notice of the public hearing held to consider the request.

**Putnam County CUSD 535 – Putnam (SD 38/HD 76) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year**

**WM300-2392 – Modification of School Code** (Section 24-2). The district requested to be allowed to hold school on the legal holiday honoring Abraham Lincoln. The district failed to provide proper notice of the public hearing held to consider the request.

**McClellan CCSD 12 – Jefferson (SD 54/HD 107) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year**

**WM300-2396 – Modification of School Code** (Section 24-2). The district requested to be allowed to hold school on the legal holiday honoring Abraham Lincoln. The district failed to provide proper notice of the public hearing held to consider the request.

**St. Anne CCSD 256 – Kankakee (SD 43/HD 85) / Expiration: 2005-06 school year**

**WM300-2434 (renewal) – Modification of School Code** (Section 24-2). The district requested to be allowed to hold school on the legal holidays honoring Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Abraham Lincoln, Casimir Pulaski, Christopher Columbus, and all veterans of foreign wars. The district failed to provide proper notice of the public hearing held to consider the request.

**Marshall CUSD C-2 – Clark (SD 53/HD 106) / Expiration: 2003-04 school year**

**WM300-2437 – Modification of School Code** (Section 24-2). The district requested to be allowed to hold school on the legal holiday honoring all veterans of foreign wars.
distric failed to provide proper notice of the public hearing held to consider the request.

*Malden CCSD 84 – Bureau (SD 38/HD 76) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WMS00-2441 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2). The district requested to be allowed to hold school on the legal holidays honoring Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Abraham Lincoln, Casimir Pulaski, Christopher Columbus, and all veterans of foreign wars. The district failed to provide proper notice of the public hearing held to consider the request.

*Winthrop Harbor SD 1 – Lake (SD 31/HD 62) / Expiration: 2002-03 school year
WMS00-2451 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2). The district requested to be allowed to hold school on the legal holidays honoring Abraham Lincoln and Casimir Pulaski. The district failed to provide proper notice of the public hearing held to consider the request.

*Norris City-Omaha-Enfield CUSD 3 – White (SD 59/HD 117) / Expiration: 2002-03 school year
WMS00-2458 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2). The district requested to be allowed to hold school on the legal holiday honoring Casimir Pulaski. The district failed to provide proper notice of the public hearing held to consider the request.

*Thompsonville HSD 112 – Franklin (SD 59/HD 117) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WMS00-2459 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2). The district requested to be allowed to hold school on the legal holiday honoring Abraham Lincoln. The district failed to provide proper notice of the public hearing held to consider the request.

*Thompson SD 62 – Franklin (SD 59/HD 117) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WMS00-2461 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2). The district requested to be allowed to hold school on the legal holiday honoring Abraham Lincoln. The district failed to provide proper notice of the public hearing held to consider the request.

*Paxton-Buckley-Loda CUSD 10 – Ford (SD 52/HD 104) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WMS00-2463 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2). The district requested to be allowed to hold school on the legal holiday honoring Abraham Lincoln. The district failed to provide proper notice of the public hearing held to consider the request.

*West Lincoln-Broadwell ESD 92 – Logan (SD 45/HD 90) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WMS00-2471 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2). The district requested to be allowed to hold school on the legal holiday honoring Abraham Lincoln. The district failed to provide proper notice of the public hearing held to consider the request.

*Pana CUSD 8 – Christian (SD 49/HD 98) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WMS00-2473 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2). The district requested to be allowed to hold school on the legal holiday honoring Abraham Lincoln. The district failed to provide proper notice of the public hearing held to consider the request.

*Oswego CUSD 308 – Kendall (SD 42/HD 84) / Expiration: 2002-03 school year
WM300-2489 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2). The district requested to be allowed to hold school on the legal holidays honoring Abraham Lincoln, Casimir Pulaski, and all veterans of foreign wars. The district failed to provide proper notice of the public hearing held to consider the request.

Grayslake CHSD 127 – Lake (SD 26/HD 52) / Expiration: 2002-03 school year
WM300-2513 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2). The district requested to be allowed to hold school on the legal holiday honoring Abraham Lincoln. The district failed to provide proper notice of the public hearing held to consider the request.

Red Brick School – Monroe, Randolph (SD 58/HD 116) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2518 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2). The district requested to be allowed to hold school on the legal holiday honoring Abraham Lincoln. The district failed to hold a public hearing regarding the request.

Futures Unlimited – Macon (SD 51/HD 101) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2528 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2). The regional office of education requested to be allowed to hold school on the legal holidays honoring Abraham Lincoln and Christopher Columbus for this alternative school. The regional office is ineligible to apply on behalf of this school, however, since it was not established pursuant to Article 13A of the School Code.

Fremont SD 79 – Lake (SD 26/HD 52) / Expiration: 2005-06 school year
WM300-2536 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2). The district requested to be allowed to hold school on the legal holiday honoring Abraham Lincoln. The district failed to provide proper notice of the public hearing held to consider the request.

Valley View SD 365U – Will (SD 42/HD 83) / Expiration: 2007-08 school year
WM300-2541 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2). The district requested to be allowed to hold school on the legal holiday honoring Abraham Lincoln. The district failed to provide proper notice of the public hearing held to consider the request.

Teutopolis CUSD 50 – Effingham (SD 54/HD 108) / Expiration: 2007-08 school year
WM300-2552 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2). The district requested to be allowed to hold school on the legal holiday honoring Abraham Lincoln. The district failed to provide proper notice of the public hearing held to consider the request.

Gallatin County CUSD 7 – Gallatin (SD 59/HD 118) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2562 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2). The district requested to be allowed to hold school on the legal holidays honoring Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Abraham Lincoln, Christopher Columbus, and all veterans of foreign wars. The district failed to provide proper notice of the public hearing held to consider the request.
Gillespie CUSD 7 – Macoupin (SD 49/HD 98) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2585 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2). The district requested to be allowed to hold school on the legal holiday honoring Abraham Lincoln. The district failed to provide proper notice of the public hearing held to consider the request.

Highland Park THSD 113 – Lake (SD 30/HD 60) / Expiration: 2004-05 school year
WM300-2587 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2). The district requested to be allowed to hold school on the legal holiday honoring Christopher Columbus. The district failed to provide proper notice of the public hearing held to consider the request.

Sparta CUSD 140 – Randolph (SD 58/HD 116) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2598-1 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2). The district requested to be allowed to hold school on the legal holiday honoring Abraham Lincoln. The district failed to provide proper notice of the public hearing held to consider the request.

Massac USD 1 – Massac (SD 59/HD 118) / Expiration: 2002-03 school year
WM300-2620 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2). The district requested to be allowed to hold school on the legal holiday Abraham Lincoln. The district failed to hold a public hearing to consider the request.

Channahon SD 17 – Will (SD 38/HD 75) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2615 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2). The district requested to be allowed to hold school on the legal holiday honoring Abraham Lincoln. The district failed to provide proper notice of the public hearing held to consider the request.

Carbon Cliff-Barstow SD 36 – Will (SD 36/HD 71) / Expiration: 2002-03 school year
WM300-2624 – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2). The district requested to be allowed to hold school on the legal holidays honoring Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Abraham Lincoln, Casimir Pulaski, Christopher Columbus, and all veterans of foreign wars. The district failed to hold a public hearing to consider the request.

Non-resident Tuition

Dalzell ESD 98 – Bureau (SD 38/HD 76) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2445 – Waiver of School Code (Section 10-20.12a). The district requested to be allowed to charge nonresident tuition of $1,500, which is lower than 110 percent of the per capita tuition charge. The district failed to submit evidence that it had provided proper notice of the public hearing held to consider the request.

Physical Education

Delavan CUSD 703 – Tazewell (SD 45/HD 90) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year
WM300-2574 – Waiver of School Code (Section 27-6). The district requested to be allowed to provide physical education to students in grades 1 through 12 who also are enrolled in band or chorus every other day for 25 minutes each session. The district failed to provide proper notice of the public hearing held to consider the request.
**School Improvement/Inservice Training**

*Sparta CUSD 140 – Randolph (SD 58/HD 116) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year*

WM300-2598-3 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2). The district requested to be allowed to hold two full-day school improvement days rather than four half days. The district failed to provide proper notice of the public hearing held to consider the request.

**Substitute Teachers**

*Sandwich CUSD 430 – DeKalb (SD 35/HD 70) / Expiration: 2006-07 school year*

WM300-2543 – Waiver of School Code (Section 21-9(b)). The district requested to be allowed to use substitute teachers for more than 90 days when it is unable to find fully certified staff due to shortages, leaves of absence or economics. Since the district may be filling a position with a substitute teacher, then the request addresses teacher certification, an area in which waivers are not permitted.

**WITHDRAWN**

**Holidays**

*Dwight THSD 230 – Livingston (SD 44/HD 87) / Expiration: 2002-03 school year*

WM300-2454-1 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2). The district requested to be allowed to hold school on the legal holiday honoring Abraham Lincoln.

*Dwight SD 232 – Livingston (SD 44/HD 87) / Expiration: 2002-03 school year*

WM300-2455-1 (renewal) – Modification of School Code (Section 24-2). The district requested to be allowed to hold school on the legal holiday honoring Abraham Lincoln.

**School Improvement**

*Dwight THSD 230 – Livingston (SD 44/HD 87) / Expiration: 2002-03 school year*

WM300-2454-2 (renewal) – Waiver of School Code (Section 18-8.05(F)(2)(d)(2)). The district requested to be allowed to dismiss students at 11:30 a.m. for three days the first week of the school year for the purpose of holding school improvement activities, and to accumulate five hours of student attendance time within the next six school days and apply it towards each of these days.

*Dwight SD 232 – Livingston (SD 44/HD 87) / Expiration: 2002-03 school year*

WM300-2455-2 (renewal) – Waiver of School Code (Section 18-8.05(F)(2)(d)(2)). The district requested to be allowed to dismiss students at 11:30 a.m. for three days the first week of the school year for the purpose of holding school improvement activities, and to accumulate five hours of student attendance time within the next six school days and apply it towards each of these days.